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Johdon yhteenveto
Tabletit ovat Applen iPadin ilmestymisestä lähtien olleet historian nopeimmin
yleistyvä kulutuselektroniikkalaite. Erityisesti julkaisijat ovat olleet kiinnostuneita
tabletin mahdollisuuksista korvata printin laskevia levikkejä. Jotta tabletin
mahdollisuuksia voidaan hyödyntää parhaalla mahdollisella tavalla, tulee sisältö
esittää eri tavalla kuin painetussa julkaisussa tai Internetissä. Tablettijulkaisut ja
niissä esiintyvät mainokset, voivat hyötyä rikkaasta interaktiivisuudesta, jonka
tabletit mahdollistavat hyödyntämällä esimerkiksi gyroskooppia ja
kosketusnäytön erityspiirteitä.
Tässä raportissa esitetään malli tablettimainoksien interaktiivisuudelle, sekä sen
mittaamiselle. Työ perustuu osittain aiempaan NextMedia-tutkimukseen
(Heikkilä, 2012a) tableteissa esiintyvistä interaktiopiirteistä. Sisältöanalyysiä
käyttäen mainoksista erotettuja muuttujia on mallissa kaiken kaikkiaan 19, ne
kattavat yleisimmät mainoksissa käytettävät ominaisuudet. Mallin perusteella
lasketaan asiantuntijatarvointia käyttäen kaksi arvoa: vuorovaikutteisuuden
laajuus ja ja voimakkuus.
Mallia ja metodia testataan ja hyödynnetään myöhemmin mainosten katselusta
saadulla datalla, jotta nähdään mitkä interaktiopiirteet herättävät ja pitävät
käyttäjän kiinnostuksen parhaiten.
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Executive Summary
Tablets have been the fastest growing consumer electronic segment since Apple’s
iPad was introduced in 2010. Especially publishers have been interested in the
opportunities the platform offers as the print circulations and ad sales have
continued to decline. To take a full advantage of the tablet’s potential, the
presentation of content needs to take a different form than in print or internet.
Both tablet publications and ads in them can benefit from the rich interactivity
made possible by properties like the gyroscope and touch screen gestures.
In this report we present a model for tablet ad interactivity and how it can be
measured. A part of the work is based on previous NextMedia research (Heikkilä,
2012a). Altogether 19 parameters for different elements of interaction have been
extracted from tablet ads by using content analysis, and covering most of the
interaction elements used in tablet advertisements. This model is used in expert
evaluation to define two values for interaction: the versatility and magnitude of
interaction.
The model and the method will be tested and utilized later by comparing the
interaction values with the actual time and actions spend and used in the ads with
analytics data provided by the advertising platform.
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Introduction
Since Apple’s iPad was first introduced in 2010, tablets have been the single most
rapidly spreading consumer electronic segment in history (MorganStanley, 2012).
It is forecasted that the 2013 holiday season will raise the shipments of tablets
above laptops and desktop computers in Q4. On the annual level, tablets will
surpass traditional computers in 2015. The rise in the number of shipments is not
quite so phenomenal as in the first few years, but will still top smartphones with
71% 2013–2017 (IDC, 2013).
What makes tablets so interesting for the publishing industry is their magazine
like presence: they are thin, light, photographic, touchable, and they have a long
battery-life. Tablets are built to be personal devices for consuming media and that
is what they are used for. They are mostly used at home (on the sofa or in bed) in
the evenings for activities such as checking e-mails, watching videos, playing
games, surfing the web, and reading news and books (Mueller & Gove, 2012).
Tablet users have come to expect a certain level of interactivity within a digital
publication, be it enlarging pictures, copy-able text or hyperlinks. In order to
attract readers and to offer a high-quality user experience, the best digital
publications have evolved from print-replicas to multimedia applications utilising
the entire range of the possibilities tablet devices offer The ads contained in them
have to offer a high-quality user experience themselves to be attractive and
effective. The hypothesis that an ad which is designed particularly to take benefit
of the special features of the tablet platform is more effective that print-replica ad
in tablets has been suggested by several marketing research. See for example
(CondéNast, 2010).
The modelling of interactions in tablet advertisements is described in Chapter 3.
The 19 attributes of the model are presented along with instructions for the
evaluation in Chapter 4. The method and calculations for assessing the amount
and the quality of advertisement interaction are laid out in Chapter 5. Finally,
discussion of the method’s importance, validity and future actions is carried out in
Chapter 6.
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There is very little published and qualified scientific research on tablets, let alone
on tablet advertising. Most of the research related to tablet usage and
advertisements come from marketing organisations and tech bloggers.
Nevertheless, several studies have come to the conclusion that tablet ads are more
effective than mobile or desktop ad campaigns things (BizReport, 2012; Digital
Media Wire, 2012; eMarketer, 2012; Garciamedia, 2012). Moreover, tablet users
have been observed to have a positive attitude towards (interactive) ads and even
expect them (All Things Digital, 2010; Bonnier, 2011; Internet Advertising
Bureau, 2012; Nielsen, 2012; Orlando Sentinel, 2012). Some of these studies have
been more thoroughly summarised in the previous Next Media report (Heikkilä,
2012b).
The only peer-reviewed research paper found that came close to the theme in this
report was about context sensitive mobile advertising (Kaasinen & Yoon, 2013).
In addition, an another recent study suggests, that tablet is more effective than
mobile phone as an ad platform (Adweek, 2013). A thesis from University of
Missouri suggests that tablet ads might also have an affect in the acceptance of the
publication they are appearing in (Howe, 2011).
But no research was found on interactivity in tablet advertising and how it relates
to ad effectiveness. Therefore, the on-going research reported here is novel and
possibly a valuable contribution to the area of digital publishing and e-reading.
Also, advertisers are probably eager to know what kinds of interactivity they
should invest in when creating ads, especially when it seems that tablets are
getting more and more ad revenue (Business Insider, 2012).
There is an academic tradition regarding ad interactivity on on-line newspapers,
which supports findings that emphasize the importance of interactive elements in
ads. Several studies published in the Journal of interactive advertising stress that
importance of interactivity in ads is well established – it is important both for
future of advertising and for success of media – but that understanding of concept
remains deficient and there is not much research which focuses on the causes or
effects of interactivity (Broekhuizen & Hoffman, 2012).

3.2

Types of tablet ads and interactions
In 2012, American Association of Magazine Media and IDEAlliance proposed the
following classification for tablet advertisement standard:
”Standard Tablet Ad Types
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SFP (Straight From Print): Advertising content where the page on the
screen looks exactly like (or is a replica of) the print page, with no
interactive enhancements except for the active links.
SFPplus (Straight From Print Enhanced): Advertising content where the
page on the screen looks exactly like the print page with some interactive
enhancements (beyond activation of links).
DFT (Designed For Tablet): Advertising content with no interactive
enhancements except for the active links, where the page on the screen has
been re-designed specifically for reading on the tablet and is meant to be
displayed at 100 per cent (that is, there is no need to tap and zoom).
EFT (Enhanced For Tablet): Advertising content where enhancements and
bonus content has been added to DFT content to more fully utilize the
tablet medium (e.g., hotspots, photo slide shows, video, audio, in-app
browser).” (IDEAlliance, 2012)
We started the preliminary classification of tablet ads into those categories. A
sample of ads was analysed from the Richie Showcase, which contains examples
of the ads published in the tablet edition of Helsingin Sanomat using Ritche´s
advertising platform which strongly emphasizes the use of HTML5 and
interactive elements (Richie Ltd., 2013). This was considered as a valid sample,
because Helsingin Sanomat is the leading daily newspaper in Finland and has a
wide range of advertisers. It quickly became evident that tablet advertisements
were evolved so that the model of four categories did not correspond very well
with our sample. Majority of ads fell into the fourth and only minority to the third
category and a fraction into the others. The development of tablet ads was
forecasted in our previous report:
“The lack of standards and tools to produce interactive ads are also a known
problem in USA, but situation is expected to be improved when HTML5-tools
become standard and when audiences for tablet publication grow.” (Heikkilä,
2012a, 2012b)
We then approached the classification of ads by concentrating on the different
types of interaction used in the ads. Two researchers took a sample of 50 ads
found in the Richie Showcase, and started to dissect them into different types of
interactions. One researcher used a bottom-up approach by simply listing all the
different categories of interaction types he came across while perusing the ads.
The other researcher had a top-down approach by using the types of interactions
found in previous research as basis . When both researchers had finished their
analysis, the lists were combined. Both researchers found some common features
and these were named after the terms stated the previous research. Few of the
categories were found by only one researcher, the and the titling and description
was then discussed to go with the other categories.
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After this initial listing the researchers started reducing categories so that all
overlapping variables were eliminated. During this a new sample of 25 ads was
added to analysis in order to check the validity of categories and diminish the
possibility that the ads chosen to the Ritchie showcase were not a representative
sample. Finally, this produced a model of 19 categories. They are descripted in
detail in Chapter 4.
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Interaction features operationalized
This chapter contains a full list and descriptions of the 19 types of interaction
found in the samples of advertisements. Instructions on how to evaluate the
magnitude (1–5) of the interaction are given below the description. The magnitude
can mean different things depending on the context. It can be
The approximate physical scale of the effect (e.g. video),
The diversity of the feature (touch gestures),
The importance it plays in conveying the message of the ad (geographical
location), or
The affect on user experience (links outside 1, audio 1).

4.1

Video
Video simply refers to video content appearing in the ad. Video is separated from
animation. If a hyperlink in an ad leads to an Internet video, its not counted as a
video parameter score but as a link (see 4.8)
-: No video.
1: Video is small-scale.
3: Video covers half of the screen at maximum size.
5: Multiple full-screen videos.
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Figure 1: Movie advertisements usually have a video of the trailer.

4.2

Audio
The magnitude of audio is evaluated by how dominant it is.
-: No audio
1: Audio is an occasional effect.
3: Audio is background music.
5: Audio enriches the user experience of the ad, either as a part of a video or
interaction, or as itself.

4.3

Animation
The magnitude of animation depends on its scale and complexity.
-: No animation.
1: Animation is small-scale, used usually transitions triggered by the user.
3: Animation is medium scale, and automatic, or part of a user-triggered or
controlled event.
..
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5: Animation is large-scale, complex and automatic, or part of a user-triggered or
controlled event.

Figure 2: This ad's background is moving to create an illusion of falling. The
animation is large and automatic.

4.4

Double orientation
Minimum requirement for an ad is to work both in portrait and landscape
orientations of the device, as the publication does. If the content is divided to
different orientations, so that the user is enticed to rotate the device, not forced,
the magnitude is high.
-: Works only in portrait or landscape orientation.
1: Works in both orientations, but with exactly the same content.
3: Works in either orientations with the same or almost the same content fitted to
new orientation
5: The content is fitted to both orientations and they differ from each other
bringing clear additional value.
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Figure 3: Portrait orientation of an ad suggests the user to rotate the device.

Figure 4: After rotating, the content changes into a product catalogue.

4.5

Touch gestures
Touch gestures account for all the gestures available in tablets, besides the tap.
The more touch gestures are utilized, the higher the parameter scores. The
evaluator has to separate and ignore gestures that are provided by the platform or
by operating system such as swipe to turn page and pinch to reach a table of
content in order not to mix them to be part of the particular ad itself.
-: No touch gestures specific to tablets and mobile phones are utilized.
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1: Only one basic touch gesture is utilized, e.g. swipe in one direction
3: Few touch gestures are utilized, e.g. swipe in two directions.
5: Multiple touch gestures are utilized, e.g. swipe in four directions, drag, pinch
and zoom, multi-touch, paint, erase etc.

Figure 5: This ad utilizes the multi-touch feature. A cellular service provider tempts
the user to place fingers of friends to dots in order to see a offer to reach friends
more economically.

4.6

Tilt or shake
This parameter scores high if the ad utilises the gyroscope and/or the accelometer
built in the tablet device for extensive effects. Tilt differs from “4.4. Double
orientation” by allowing all kinds of changes in position.
-: No tilt or shake effects utilized (via gyroscope/accelometer).
1: Tilting or shaking causes visible, but minor effects.
3: Tilt or shake has moderate effects.
5: Tilting or shaking causes extensive, full screen or otherwise expressive effects.
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Figure 6: This ad utilizes tilt in a playful manner. It entices readers to use the tablet
like in a kettle bell gym for an incidental exercise, then the ad calculates the
execution.

4.7

Geographical location
Some ads utilize the geographical information about the user.
-: Content is not affected by the geographical location of the user (via GPS, GSM
or Wifi)
1: The approximate geographical location is used as a minor detail.
3: The approximate geographical location has a role in conveying the message of
the ad.
5: The specific geographical location has a major role in conveying the message
of the ad .

4.8

Links outside
Hyperlinks that lead outside the ad and require an internet connection, are one the
most often used parameters of interactivity in tablet ads. Usually all tablet ads
score at least in double orientation (they work in both orientations) and in this.
However, the score is low, if the hyperlinks that launch the user to a webpage
have poor affordance (the user touches them by mistake or does not know where
they’ll lead). This is usually the case when the whole screen of the ad is one big
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button, or when clicking to buy certain item, the link takes the user to the online
store’s front page.
-: No hyperlinks leading outside the ad.
1: One or few hyperlinks, which take the user unexpectedly to a web page.
3: One or few hyperlinks, whose function is clear and which offer relevant
additional content.
5: Many hyperlinks, whose function is clear and which offer relevant and wide
additional content.

Figure 7: This scrollable ad has dozens of hyperlinks to companies' webpages.

4.9

Hotspots/Pop-ups
Hotspots are links inside the ad, which open additional content, often as a pop-ups
or as changing pictures. If there are many clearly marked (good affordance)
hotspots which open lots of additional content, the parameter gets a high score.
-: No touchable areas, which open additional content.
1: One or few touchable areas, which are poorly marked and open only little
additional content.
3: One or few touchable areas, which are modestly marked or open only little
additional content.
5: Many touchable areas, which are clearly marked and open relevant additional
content often with a transition animation.
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Figure 8: An example of an ad, which has multiple hotspots that open pop-up
windows. User is supposed to touch changing highlights to receive other quotation
of a “good moment”, which is old slogan used by a traditional Finnish chocolate
manufacturer, Fazer.

4.10

Direct download link pdf/ics/etc
Direct download link means that a file can be directly downloaded from a link in
the ad. This can be a PDF document, calendar marking as an iCalendar data file
(ics) etc. If the ad has many types of files directly downloadable from it, the score
is high.
-: No additional content can be downloaded.
1: One or few files can be downloaded behind poorly explained hyperlinks.
3: One or few files with relevant additional content can be downloaded.
5: Several types of relevant additional content can be directly downloaded from
the ad.
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Figure 9: By tapping a button on an ad, a PDF-form is downloaded and opened.

4.11

Poll/Questionnaire
Many ads have some kind of poll or questionnaire embedded in them. The
parameter scores high if the poll has good usability, rewards the user in the end,
and is relevant.
-: No polling or questionnaire.
1: Poorly executed and short poll or questionnaire.
3: Short poll or questionnaire.
5: Well-executed, extensive poll or questionnaire.
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Figure 10: An example of a rather large questionnaire in an ad. Ad promotes a
Finnish municipality as a living environment in the form of a test.

4.12

Commenting/Contact form/email
Contact form asks the user’s contact information for future contact. It gets high
points if the form is long and complex or the contact area is large and visible.
-: Does not contain means to contact the advertiser.
1: Contains a small and simple contact form or feedback box or email-link.
3: Medium-sized contact form.
5: Large or complex and highly visible contact form.
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Figure 11: A contact form in an ad.

4.13

Social media
Some advertisements link to social media sharing directly in them. The rate of
sharing and social media connection gives the magnitude score.
-: Is not linked to social media services.
1: A link to follow or like the advertiser in social media.
3: A part of the ad or the ad itself can be shared through social media.
5: The main message of the ad is conveyed through social media interaction.
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Figure 12: An example of an advertisement campaign (not now in tablet, but it
could be) utilizing social media. Pepsi Like Machine gives away cans of cola in
exchange of Facebook likes.

4.14

360 degree/3D view
An object in the ad can be rotated and watched from several viewpoints. The score
is dependent of the size of the object and the number of the rotatable axis.
-: No 360/3D view.
1: Small object can be rotated to be viewed from different angles.
3: Large object can be fully rotated around one axle to view it from different
angles.
5: Large object or the whole screen can be rotated around several axes and/or
zoomed.
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Figure 13: Car manufacturers are often keen to try out different interaction
techniques on their ads. An example of 360-degree view.

4.15

Scrollable columns/content
The ad has one or more scrollable columns or the whole screen is scrollable.
-: No scrollable columns or content.
1: A small portion of the ad is a scrollable column.
3: Many scrollable columns or one page of scrollable content.
5: Several pages of scrollable content.

Figure 14: An example of a scrollable content. Also, this ad would score high in
extent.

4.16

Shopping in app
Considering how ads typically try to sell something, there are surprising little
direct links to purchase something. When done correctly, the links leads directly
to a landing page where an item can be bought. Poor execution leads to a home
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page of the online store. Link or hotspot in this category has to be direct to a
customized shop, and not a general weblink to the home page of an online-shop,
which belongs to category “4.8 Outside links”
-: No direct links to purchase a product.
1: A link to online store’s front page.
3: A link to purchase a specific product.
5: Several direct links to purchase specific products with minimum amount of
additional clicks.

Figure 15: A Finnish National Opera ad enables direct buying and choosing of
seats for the desired evening .

4.17

Image galleries
Multiple images are sometimes arranged in an ad so that they can be browsed
back-to-back by swiping or tapping a button. The parameter’s magnitude score
comes from image size and number.
-: No image galleries or carousels in frames.
1: Gallery contains one or few small pictures.
3: Gallery contains several small pictures or few large pictures.
5: Gallery contains several large pictures.
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Figure 16: This ad has an extensive image gallery.

4.18

Extent
Extent is a parameter that describes the amount of additional content in an ad. The
additional content is accessed through scrollable columns/content (4.15),
hotspots/pop-ups (4.9) or by changing device orientation (4.4).
-: Only one page plain ad, no additional “hidden” information.
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1: Some additional content can be accessed through scrollable columns/content,
hotspots/pop-up windows or by changing device orientation.
3: Some additional image and text content in the form of scrollable
columns/content, hotspots/pop-up windows or by changing device orientation.
5: Several pages of additional image and text content accessed through scrollable
columns/content, hotspots/pop-up windows or by changing device orientation.
See Figure 14 for an example.

4.19

Gamefulness
Usually, when an ad has a game it is easily distinguishable from other interaction
parameters. Even a simplest game has a cause triggered by the user, some kind of
consequence of that action and a goal.
-: No possibility to play a game.
1: Part of the ad has interaction with cause, consequence and goal triggered by the
user.
3: A relatively complex game with an inevitable outcome or randomly assigned
outcomes.
5: The main message of the ad is conveyed through a large and complex game
with several outcomes depending on the skills (not luck) of the user.

Figure 17: A game that involves the steering of a car by dragging a finger across
the screen.
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Method for calculating the interaction rate
The interaction rate calculation consists of two dimensions: magnitude and
versatility. An ad is evaluated against each 19 parameters and is given points from
zero to five according to the descriptions given above. All the features are
recorded and evaluated only if they appear in the ad (unless stated otherwise). .
The approximate instructions on how to score the parameters are given in Chapter
4. However, when the variability of the tablet ads is so large, at least two or three
experts should do the evaluation and then calculate the average score for analysis.
The average score (from the averages of single parameters) for an ad is thus from
zero to five and its called the magnitude of interaction, Imag. The other dimension
is the versatility and diversity of interaction. It depends on how many of the
possible parameters of interaction are used. The score is scaled so that it is five if
all (19) parameters are used, no matter the score they got, and 0 if none of the
parameters have been used (making the ad not interactional). This is called the
versatility of interaction, Ivers
Figure 18 shows the spread sheet that is used to calculate the interaction scores.
Columns B–D have the scores from four hypothetical ads. Row 22, Imag, is
simply the average of those numbers above. Ivers on row 24 is calculated by
counting the numbers (row 23), dividing it by maximum number of parameters
(19), and multiplying it by 5. Row 25 has the sum of Ivers and Imag. For example,
ads three and four on columns D and E, have similar total scores but a very
different rating of the parameters.
In conclusion, the formulas for counting the interaction scores for AD1 in column
B are:
Cell B22 (Imag): =AVERAGE(B2:B21)
Cell B23: =COUNT(B2:B21)
Cell B24 (Ivers): =(B23/$B$26)*5
Cell B25 (Itotal): =B24+B22
If the model needs revising in the future, adding or removing interaction
parameters is easy simply by changing the number of total parameters in B26 and
updating formulas to accommodate less or more parameters.
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Figure 18: An example of a spread sheet containing parameter (rows 2–20) and
interaction total scores (rows 21–24) of six ads analysed (columns B–G).
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Discussion
This report has presented a model for evaluating interactivity tablet advertisement
interaction. In the second phase we need to have access to the viewing data
including viewing time and interaction events in the ad. This data should be
available for us at the beginning of 2014. When we are able to correlate, for
instance, the viewing time and the magnitude and versatility of interaction from
multiple ads, we could make conclusions about what dimension of interaction are
most important for ad engagement.
The downside of our approach, when we use existent ads, is that the brand factor
remains unknown. Let’s say we see that people spend more time with a highly
interactive car advertisement than with an insurance ad. How can we tell if the
differences in time spent are caused by interactivity or content? This could be
avoided if we could get two ads with different interaction rates from the same
advertiser. However, our approach of dissecting the interaction into many
elements helps diminish the brand effect. Another limitation for generalizing
about this model is that the sample is from one platform (Ritchie), which
emphasizes the richness of ads and provides tools for testing enriched ads.
However, we are convinced that it is just question of time when this kind of
HTML5 approach will be mainstream in tablet ads.
As said before, this type of interactivity research has not been done before about
tablet ads and it could benefit the digital publishing world. By showing which
types of interactions could be used in tablet advertisements and how effective they
are, it would be easier for advertisers to allocate resources based on their goals.
The advertising agencies could benefit from the model by exploring the palette of
interactions to choose from in designing an ad for tablets. Finally, we expect that
media could more easily persuade new advertisers to use the tablet platform by
providing examples of what kind of features are technically feasible and what are
effectively justifiable in the emerging advertising culture on tablets.
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